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INFORMATION RELEASE
Subject: MVA Injury

Date: August 21, 2007

From: Sergeant Steve Christensen

Case or Incident # 2007029218

Summary:
On Monday, August 20, 2007, at approximately 9:24 pm, the Juneau Police
Department received a report of a two vehicle collision with injuries on Egan Drive
near Fred Meyer. JPD and Capital City Fire and Rescue responded to the area.
Investigation revealed that a silver 2001 Chevy Tracker, operated by a 46 year old
female, was traveling inbound on Egan Drive near Fred Meyer and was attempting
to turn left, onto the Fred Meyer access road. The Chevy Tracker failed to yield to
a black Chevy Tahoe, operated by 26 year old male, that was traveling outbound on
Egan Drive.
The driver and passenger in each vehicle were transported to Bartlett Regional
Hospital by Capital City Fire and Rescue for medical evaluations.
The Chevy Tracker sustained approximately $10,000 damage and the Chevy Tahoe
sustained approximately $9000 damage. Both vehicles were towed from the scene.
The Driver and passenger of the Chevy Tahoe were checked and released from the
hospital. The driver and passenger of the Chevy Tracker were held in the hospital
for observation.
The Chevy Tracker contained two small dogs. Gatineau Humane Society animal
control officer was contacted and responded. One dog died at the scene due to
injuries from the accident. The other dog was found in good health and taken by
animal control officers until it could be returned to its owner.
Investigation is continued. Citations are pending

Any charges reported in this press release are merely accusations and the defendants are
presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.
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